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Over the last year, Thought Field
Therapy has taken huge strides into
communities and or ganizations around
the world. As an organization, the
Association for Thought Field
Therapy has over doubled its
membership, has hired staff to help with
administration, and has developed a
professional training course for
algorithm trainers.

We are outsourcing the design of
promotional and marketing packages to
Dr. David Hanson, with whom most of
you are familiar. The ATFT Foundation
has sent teams to Rwanda,Tanzania and
New Orleans and is currently setting up
charitable status in the U.K. We had our
first regional mini-conference in the
U.K. and are now planning ahead for
The Greatest International conference
yet, which will be held October 20-21,
2007, in Boston. It will be full of
wonderful surprises.

This has all been under the expert
leadership of Dr. Mary Cowley. Whilst
serving as Vice-President, I learned from
her great focus and future planning,
concise detail to matter and passion for
pushing TFT forward. I was shocked
when she notified me that her term as
president was coming to an end;
however, she really deserves a much
needed rest.

I will find it a hard act to follow
in her footsteps, but hope to have her ear
in all matters. And I am most fortunate to
be supported by an exceptional Board of
Directors, including Herb Ayers, Joanne
Callahan (Treasurer), Roger Callahan
(Chairman), Mary Cowley, Rhoda
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Draper (Vice-President), and Doris
Keating (Secretary).

As President, I want to push forward
having more and more people learn TFT
to help with family and friends--to reach
communities in the "bush", desert towns
and cities the world over. Another focus
will be to develop teams for the purpose

of introducing TFT to various
professional groups. I would like to see
committees dedicated to getting TFT into
business, education, psychology, health,
the arts, and sports. I call on all of you
who have connections in these areas to

contact me and we shall do our best to
targetthese groups with marketing, talks
and seminars, and research.

I want to thank all those who help
ATFT pursue its mission. Particular
thanks go to Mrs. Joanne Callahan as
President of the ATFT Foundation,
which supports ATFT by furthering
education, research, and charitable
pu{poses. She is greatly supported by
dedicated Directors and committee
chairpersons. Special thanks to Norma
Gairdner for her hard work in forming
and heading the Trauma Relief
Committee (TRC), which this past year
has offered an ATFT Green Cross
training and sponsored a team to go to
New Orleans in response to Hurricane
Katrina. Much appreciation goes to Chris
Semmens for his work forming and
leading the Research Committee.
Profound thanks to all who serve ATFT,
the ATFT Foundation, and their various
commiffees. These are volunteers who
give much of their time for the benefit of
so many. Of course, I am forever grateful
to Dr. Roger Callahan who again saved
my life during an anaphylactic fit this
year, and who has helped and inspired so
many people around the world with his
wonderful discovery. Also, sometimes
forgotten but at the heart of TFT, is the
wonderfully hard working and dedicated
Chris Trautner, who is always willing to
help ATFT when needed.

Let us now make an extra effort to
reach groups that we do not normally
reach. This next year will again take me
the world over, and I ask you to join me
in my efforts to teach and benefit an ever
greater number of people, through
Thought Field Therapy.

Dedicatingly yours,
Chris Milbank

ATFT UPdate Editor:
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The Association for Thought Field Therapy
Foundation (ATFTF)

is a nonprofit public benefit corporation whose
purpose is to support the Association for
Thought Field Therapy by furthering research,
education and general charitable purposes
related to Thought Field Therapy.

The Board of Directars
of A.TFTF invlfes yowr help in abtaining
funds and resources necessa ry to meet

fhese ooals"

Board of Directors:
President - Joanne M. Callahan, MBA
Secretary - Mary L. Cowley, PhD
Treasurer - Jenny Edwards, PhD

Members: Christopher G. Semmens,
MappPsych. BSc

Norma Gairdner, HD
Alv aro Hern andez, T FT-Dx
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I cane upun an intuesfrngTEf npporfunrty yestuday
wha wstfrng une of ny Bwtnas Consulkncy chnts,

I was in their restaurant for lunch
talking to one of my coaching clients
and we were discussing TFT in general.

A woman funher along the table
intemrpted our conversation with the
phrase, "It's all about belief systems!"

"Is that so," I replied. "Please
explain." She continued. "You cannot
change a person's emotional issues
unless they believe that they can be
changed and that was why Hypnosis
was so successful'. I explained that
Hypnosis had its place in the Therapy
World, as did NLP and EMDR, but that
the real and only 'Power Therapy' was
TFT.

I left her to ponder that for a few
minutes and, sure enough, she came
back with, "Well, how does it work
then?"

I responded. "You sound like you
have an issue, why don't I show you
personally?"

"You are right," she said, "I suffer
from Claustrophobia. I can't use the
lifts (elevators) in this building."

So as not to bore you, I then went
through the pre-treatment routine and
explanation.

Her SUD was 10 on the lifts. we
used the Algorithm a - e - c - 9g - sq
and she was down to a SUD of 2. I then
led her through the Floor-to-Ceiling
Everoll.
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Then, I accompanied her to the lift
and in we went. We rode the lift up and
down a few times and then went back
to the restaurant. She could not get a
SUD for the lift problem.

Well, as usual, we had some Apex
issues centred on 'distraction' and 'self

belief systems'. I patiently explained
the rapid working of TFT and that the
Algorithm she had used would treat
80% of all Claustrophobia sufferers. I
went on to tell her that my level of
training would elevate that (pun
intended) to 95Yo and there were a few
people in the world that, with Voice
Technology, can get the success rate up
to very close to 100%.

"How does Hypnosis compare with
that?' I asked.

I now have an appointment with the
HR director to discuss how I can help
others in the Company.

I love this TFT! Not only does it
enable me to provide for my family's
material needs, it also provides me with
everything I need spiritually through
the help and hope I can give to people
suffering unneces s arlly .
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Here's a difficult question:
As u practicing therupist, what
sltould you be churging?

Think of a number. . .then think
agarn. Most capable practitioners that I
have met and spoken to over the years
seriously undervalue what'miracles'
they offer and even more so, in my
opinion, with TFT as a tool in the
toolbox.

Why does TFT make the difference
then? Think of it ... In addition to
treating our clients effectively with an
amazingtherapy technique, we are also
able to give them one of the most

laluable comrnodities that rr'e hale - or
clon't ltcn,e (c{epending on hou' \,rnt viev'
il). That cornmoditf is time. Once r-ou
hale used it 1'ou can't get it back.

Even Bill Gates, the richest man on
the planet, cannot give you a box and
say, "Whenever you need just a few
seconds open this box and they are
yours."

In my corporate work, the biggest
issue I hear time and time again is that
we don't huve enough time.

In your role as a TFT practitioner,
you can give a person more time free of
stress, f"or, anger, addiction, guilt,
treuma, and other negative and life-

lirniting emotions. As a helping
professional. that's )ourjob. But, stop
to ask 1'ourself this important question,
"Hotp much is this worth?"

Further, ask yourself, "Is what I am
doing for this person valuable or not?"

I am sure your answer is a
resounding, "Yes!"

What price should we place on that
value?

There is logic and reasoning behind
why I charge f 1000 to help people
become non-smokers. Let me share
this time to demonstrate a couple of
examples.

'!,,, oKrCOOlr:
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An average annual costing for a smoker
on 2O-per-day (one pack) is between
f 1890 to f,2000 depending on the brand
they purchase. So obviously the more
the clients smoke the greater the
expense.

My Pre-frame is this...
"If I was a bank and I told you that

if you invested in me today a sum of
f1000 and in return for that
investment I would pay you back in
12 months approximately f,2000 and
for that same investment would pay
you that amount year on year index
linked for the remainder of your life.oo
"By the way, as a side effects of this
investment...
. You willfeel healthier
. Food and drink will taste better
. You are likely to increase the

longevity of your ffi
. You will be less likely to harm your

children or family with passive
smoking

. You will no longer be ostracised or
excluded in puhlic places

. You will have control back over
your life!

. Youwill have less chance of getting:
o 1. Lung cancer
. 2. Stroke
. 3. Diabetes
. 4. COPD
. 5. Heart dhease
. 6. Stress

So.. . Do we have a deal?t'

And now one example from
corporate land.

I was hired as a coach last year to
help with a major international Bank
based in the city of London. Whilst
coaching one of their finance directors

he told me he was unable to make a time
next Wednesday because he had to go
and see his counselor.

When I asked him how long he had
been seeing her he told me it was 14
months and it was to uncover why he

was stressed all the time. I questioned
him how much this cost him and he told
me f,95 per session.

"No," I said. Then I asked again,
o'How much has this cost you in terms of
time lost, travel time, lost time at work
(when you could have been more
productive), etc.

We used a pro ratarate based on his
pay plus all the other expenses we could
enumerate. We calculated that his trips
to his sessions had cost over the period
some f53,000. Ouch!!

Was he less stressed? The answer
was "No" (if you hadn't already
guessed).

So, I asked, "If I could remove your
stress and give you a simple tool that
you could use to eliminate your stress in
10 minutes so you never had to make
these trips and waste valuable time that
would have to be worth f5000 wouldn't
it?

"I suppose," was the answer I got.
Ok ...so if I did it for f.2,500 that would
be a real bargain wouldn't it? He agreed.
So I tapped a simple 'algorithm' and he
could not get back the stress, which he
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could easily talk about and manifest
before the treatment.

He wrote me the cheque and I
assured him that I would call him in one
week and if the stress had returned I
would rip up the cheque and if it hadn't I
would cash it, we agreed this was fair.

He called me the following Tuesday,
which was five days after the treatment
and told me to just cash the cheque as he
felt 'greal'l His stress had not returned.

Now this is important because it has
done two things, firstly made me a
significant sum of money in minutes and
secondly set a tariff for this particular
corporation with the resulting effect is
everyone is happy and we have a true
'win-win' situation. The only person
who lost really was his counselor and I

did feel a momentary pang of guilt until
I remembered the words 'inept' and
'incompetent'.

wE rovE succEss sroRlEsl
And, we want to hear yours! Write your success story in one, short paragraph.

Some of the best success stories are the ones that not only surprise the client but
also amaze the practitioner. Or, the treatment that had a surprising conclusion.

Write it down. And, then, send it!
Send vours to:

Dr. David Hanson, UPdate Editor
P.O. Box 1220
La Quinta, CA, 92247

Or, e-mail it to: david@lftrx.com
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The musician Ry Cooder once said,
".-11/ the money in the world is spent on
leeling good"...I use TFT as my primary
therapy to do just that - - and do my utmost
to ensltre that my clients feel good.

An odd thing, though, is I keep raising
rny rates. Interestingly enough, no one
bats sn eve. I have learned that people
rr ill pay for passion and results.

Mercenary? It is one of the possible

@bhEDrry
r,r,TitWgLts51e a

assumptions you could make. However,
let me say in balance that by charging
those who are willing to pay premium
amounts it allows me to offer 50% of the
f 1000 I charge the smokers to my main
charity. The Rainbows is a hospice ... a
local children's hospice near where I live.

It also allows me to do any pro bono
work that I feel I need to do. And, it
means because I am comfortable and not
stressed or worried financially, I offer my
clients the 'best' of me.

Someone once wrote 'lifr't a crap
sandwich the more bread you have the less
crap you have to deal with'. Those of you
who read this and know me know I never
take any crap ... life's too short to waste
your time on that crap.Isn't it?

I encourage you heartily to charge what
you are worth.

TFT is 'The Power Therapy of the 21rt
Century'. Value what you have and value
yourselfbecause if you don't, your clients
won't either.

Oh, and please if this article stirs up
any feelings of unease... I know a really
good therapist ... expensivebutworth it!

I even know a few who can save time
by working with you over the phone...

How cool is that?
Happy tapping.

- Kevin Laye, TFT-Dx
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Stein Lund Halvorsen and his wife, Annette Forsdal
l{alvorsen are our newest vT-level members. Their
enthuslasm for and dedication to TFT stalted with the
personal experience in the Success Story featured on
page 1 5.

They completed their vT traininE wlth Dr. callahan in
California late in July of 2006 and have integrated their
new skllls into their practice in porsgrunn, Norway- We
are pleased to have them as members and contributors
to the ATFT Update.

I had the pleasure of meeting them while they were
in Indio completing their VT training and I can heartily
say they were delightful.
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It began on Thursday evening as I
arrived home to find that Jill Schmitt
had phoned.'6l,ook at your e-mails,
nowltt she said.

I found the e-mail you'll find
reproduced above from ITV London.

In the past (prior to TFT), I have had
a couple of invitations to appear on radio
and television to talk about my work.
Each time, I had to pass on them
because panic set in and I passed them

on to someone else or
directed them to our web site.

Thh time was differenf My fingers
just did the response and I read "I would
love to do it... Ann." I was both
surprised and delighted.

Producer Dylan Tweddle called and
we agreed on the details. The couple of
hours allocated concerned me because
that's the time of 1 session for me at my
clinic.

So now"I had a group TFT session
with 15 Essex blokes for 3 hours on
Saturday afternoon. (For those of you
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for whom the term "Essex blokes" is a
mysteryo it's a tenn of endearment and
implies drinking, betng loud, being a bit
clever around money, always up for a
deal, and definitely spen ding time at
the pub.)

Making the commitment had
been a big step but was just thefirst
step. Now I had to make good on
what I told the TV producer I could
do with TFT.

'But how?' I thought. Then, I got
an idea. A tremendous idea! I
decided it was time to do what I do
when I'm confronted by a problem
such as this and don't know where
to turn. I decided to call David
Hanson. At the time, David was
ATFT's Executive Administrator.
He has since returned to private
practice but still edits and
produces this magazine and
regularly releases other
marketing materials to TFT
practitioners through the
ATFT. Whether you know it
or not, you and practically
every TFTer have benefitted
in one way or another from
his skills as a communicator
and his abilities in marketing
and advertising. David
spent many years as a radio
and television personality
in the US.
As I dialed the long
distance call to his office
in Californi4 I reasoned,
"If there is anyone on
Eafih who would know
how to handle this it is
David ... He will make it
OK ... I know he will get

me out of this spot I have
put myself in."

David was helpful, supportive and
amused at my panicked enthusiasm.
Chortling, he said, "E-mail me the
proposal and call me back tomorrow.
I'll think about this overnight and
tomorrow we'll discuss how to handle
this." I took a deep breath and began to
feel more calm. He then e-mailed me a
set of questions and answers to use at the
interviau. INTERVIEW! Wait a minute

I hadn't actually considered an
interview when saying "yes!"

Now I went about my tasks. I made
up folders with photocopied sheets of
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tapping points, a brief introduction to
TFT, a note on PR, a simPle stress
algorithm, and dates of uPcoming
trainings. I made one for each player and
a couple of spares. I'm as prepared as I
can be.

Its Friday evening, I'm still
surprisingly calm, so I ring David
anyway. Again he was calming and
reassuring. He went over the strategy for
handling this thing with me again and
ended the call by saying, o'Darling, you'll
do fine!" I felt even better after that.

I know I'm nervous when I forget to
get off the train at my station. Self-
sabotage? Reversal? Oh, no! Whatever
is next? I was beginning to feel
panicking again. My self-confidence is
down and I'm experiencing a loss of
personal power. The date of the
producer's e-mail kept running through
my mind ... the thirteenth day of the
month...

I tapped my PR spot and felt better.
The TV company sends a car for me and
we are now back on schedule.

The fun began when we arrived at
beautiful Dulwich College, in south
London. The setting is some of the best
of rural England. Superb architecture,
and a beautiful, wann summer's daY in
mid July. I realized my calm was the
result of the inevitable happening.
There's nothing to do now, but to trust.

A pretty, lively girl met me when we
arrived at the college. She introduced
herself as a member of the television
staff and we began to talk. MY first
question to her was, 'oDo you know much
about TFT?"

'T.{o,"she said. " Nothing except to
say that I've heard its really effective."

"Please don't won1r," she said. "Its
all arranged and Tom will tell you what
he wants when he gets here."

Tom was directing this shoot. UPon
his arrival exclaimedo "This is television,
we have to make it interesting, so we are
going to work in a field."

'oYou mean outside in a field?" I
stammered. 'No desk, no chair and with
wind and cows and things?" I asked.
"Y.p," he harped. And then in a move to
reassure me, he said, "Trust me. This is
television! "

During a slack moment, I retired to
the 'loo' to do a bit of private tapping. I
looked in the mirror at my face. I looked
frightened and its years since I've been

this nervous. I felt a strong impulse to
back out. I thought I might get ill! But, I
wanted to grow and develop and that
takes courage. So I declared to myself
that I would be 'bold and ployful'that
day and I went back in to Tom, et al.

Lunch was nice and we chatted with
ease. Suddenly, it was time to go to our
field and Tom set me up as we left bY
car. I became calm again and curious
about how the TV show would be done.

Tom instructed me again. He said,
"Please use peoples names. This is TV
and its important." Life's funny
sometimes. Names are my worst thing.
o'Do we have name tags," I asked. 'No,

we don't." was the answer.
My microphone was fitted under mY

frock and hooked to my bra. I was asked
to remember not to tap my upper body as
sounds would be picked up.

We a:ranged trvo benches for the
players and I have a chair. A single
chair. I believe it was supposed to be an
all purpose desk-chair-prop. I felt better
and very okay with my new 'ProP'.

The team arrived and sat on the
benches. I was introduced to them. And
they introduced themselves to me. They
had names like Puke, Puddles, Mo,
Razor, and Burnside. I figured the right
way to manage my name-remembering
deficiency was to write their names down
- from left to right - as they were sitting.
I half sat on my notes so as to be able to
peek at them if necessary.

Very good. Problem solving, its
easy-peasy. Everything was runing
smoothly except that the director
annormced, "Everyone, excePt Ann,
please leave, and come on again while
being filmed, OK?"
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Naturally, they were led on bY their
coach. The plan was that he would
introduce me and I would then say a bit
about myself and explain about TFT.
Nerves got the better of me here and I
couldn't use the questions and answers I
had prepared ahead of time. Oops. I
went bland and keep smiling.

As the squad is led on, I couldn't
believe it! Every single player sat down
in a different place! It was time to pull
something out of my'hat' and, because
I'm being 'bold and playful' today,
anything is possible! Isn't it?

Magically, I remember names. I'm
also concerned that I needed to stay
purely with algorithm level and because
of the time factor I had to keep it simple
and effective, so I did pure algorithm.

My first question to the group was,
'oHow do you feel about the match next
Sunday?" Every face in the squad
dropped. "Were going to be humiliated
and thrashed in front of our families and
closest friends," one player volunteered.
"There's nothing we can do about it," he
muttered.

Aha! A light bulb moment! A
million TV viewers weren't the problem!
It was people closest to the players that
bothered them most.

I led them through the ComPlex
Trauma with Anger and Guilt algorithm
and watching their faces and their bodies
relaxing as we worked through it. The
change was encouraging.

As their SUD's dropped like magic
from 9 and 10 to 7,5,thento 3, smiles
began to appear and I was so relieved!

I started to hear comments from the
players like, "Were actually good aren't
we!" and, "'We played really well on this
and on that day!"

Names were coming to me easilY now
and I realize how capable I can become
under pressure.

Then I start to work one-to-one with
Mo Morris, who plays centre forward.
He has recently retired from the armed
services after 18 years service and two
deployments in Bosnia, the most recent
tour being with his brother. They both
dodge bullets and avoid mines and
arrived home safely. Sadly, Mo's
brother was hit by a car and killed on
their return and he hadn't yet reconciled
the loss. Compounding this, his mother
died recently and his wife has left him,
taking their 4 year old daughter.
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So, where to begin? He chose to
work on the feelings he had about the
little girl that was no longer in his life.

Mo responded quickly and there was
a moment when his body language
transformed. His posture straightened
and his expression turned from one of
sadness and confusion to a one of
positive thoughts accompanied by a big
smile. Relief seemed to flood into his
being and he said, "I'm not losing my
little girl, she is just living in another
house."

We complete the Complex Trauma
with Anger and Guilt algorithm. I made
an agreement with him to work with him
after the football programme to clear his
PTSD and grief.

Next up for tapping was Stephen
Stinson, or'Puddles' as he is called. He
plays central midfield.

Puddles was adamantthat he had no
problems or issues. He had lost three
stones of weight and was satisfied with
this result.

After some probing about the Sunday
game, he gave me something to work
with. He has anger. "If the referee
makes a bad decision I've no idea how I
will reacto" he confided.

I was grateful that we now had
something to work on! I had him
imagine himself on field when Referee
makes a bad decision. His SUD was a
relatively high 8, so we tapped for anger.
I could see that he was amused at how
he became indifferent to the emotional
impact of the Referee's decision in less
than two minutes. Whew! Thank God.

This was another great moment for the
cameraman!

Stephen Johnson (Puke) Right
Midfield was my next. His problem
issue was his first wedding anniversary
was on the day of the big game. He was
at the game rather than with his wife.
That meant they were sleeping apart and
he was upset and felt guilty.
Additionally, he had consumed 100 pints
of alcohol in the prior two weeks and
was probably full of toxins. This is
where more experience would have
come in useful for me. I became
embarrassed and realizedthe benefit of
more training in Toxins. His SUD went
from 10 to 8 and there it stayed! We did
the PR correction. Nothing. Then
Collarbone Breathing. Nothing again.
Neither of these treatments moved his
SUD. I said I would work with him
after filming ended when we had more
time off camera.

In addition to his work on the team.
Graham Nash is a Billy Joel
Impersonator. On the team, he plays
right Midfield. He confided that he was
nervous when coming off stage and
before going on. He was, however,
confident while on the stage. He had
already participated in the group tapping
so I moved to work on his most
prominent personal issue. I used the
anxiety algorithm (e, a, eb, c, 1f.) and he
went quickly from a SUD of 8 to 9 down
to a l. Graham has called me a couple
of times since to say he is using tapping
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on a regular basis and to reiterate his
thanks.

Jason Crane (Burnside) is the
Goalkeeper for the team. He reported
that self-confidence was a big problem
issue for him. We used complex trauma
with anger and guilt and he went from a
SUD of 7 to a Zero. When he reached
Zero, he let loose a broad smile.

On Monday the l5m, I received a
note from Dylan Tweddle the Producer
of the prograrnme. He delivered just the
news I wanted to hear. The team won
their first game 4-0!

Sunday came and it was the day of
the blg game. Everything for the past
ten weeks has been for this evening, this
couple of hours and how is it going to be
for my 'Saved By The Ball' Team.

Dagenham and Redbridge Football
Stadium wass packed! My guests and
myself have reserved seats with our
names on them. The energy was
electric. We're greeted with smiles and
waving of hands from cameramen and
we are escorted to our places. The
National anthem was played and all
stand - - united, for our Queen and
country in the name of sport.

The teams were warming up at either
end of the pitch. I've only ever been to
three Football games in my life. But I
knew that this one would be great - -
much better than the previous games.

The Legends scored their first goal in
the first few minutes and followed
quickly by a second. Beginners luck? I
didn't think so.

This squad is all ex-professional
players. They're easy and natural and
are always in the right place at the right
time, as if by magic.

Our team played consistently, kept
good and active to the end, everyone in
that stadium wanted them to win.

The Legends won 7-I and, as StbtB
Team did their lap of honour, Mo
(number l0) threw his shirt to the home
crowd. With a lump in my throat and
bursting with pride, I was so moved by
this victory for these 15 Essex blokes.

This was their'world cup'. They
played well and had every reason to hold
heads high.

I know this has been a life changing
experience for all of them and I'm proud
that I was able to have played a part in it.

-*- 
O ri gi n al Message -----

;;;; Tweddr,?'?Il?l ^oFrom: %n@virgin.net;To:ann.schne
il'fr;;i Good news!

Dear Ann - rnessive thank you for l?.Yt..::ii"";; I
Just to say a massive .aL"nk 

y"il:l your time on

saturdav, th; i;;;tt"ll *;i iantasti?'trry well and'

ili,onav^*lggfl i[* f:X'ifl"[ il:iffiH i:i:"
some gooo' I

SundaY 4-0!

Thanks agaiL and best wishes

Oytan Tweddle



l. It is il opportunity to help and support the work of
the ATFT Foundation, to do its charity work and

spread TFT around the globe; showing how deeply
suffering people can be helped dramatically and quickly.

, It is exciting to see an important and fundamental
-' 

"on"ept 
in iff oUi.ctified with a Voltmeter. When

the person is in a state of reversal, the Voltmeter shows it.
When the reversal is corrected, the Voltmeter shows it.
Yes, the needle on the Voltmeter will move from a
negative to a positive after successful treatment right
before your eyes.

I Join those who are using a Voltmeter and are
t' contr-Lbuting to new knowledge. We are just

beginning to learn how to use TFT with a Voltmeter.
Many new discoveries need to be made - join us and
participate in making new discoveries!

L - Oo not forget that the early scientists using-- 
Volt-eters did not know of the phenomenon of

psychological reversal and therefore had no idea of how to
correct for it. Stable corrections can allow vital healing to
take place. Every day work in TFT demonstrates this
important fact. Problems ranging from mosquito bites to
cancer are showing promising and dramatic results by
means of the Voltmeter-TFT work.
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-
!. lt is possible for Voltmeters, used with knowledge,

can demonstrate Toxins and non-toxins.

6 Your more intelligent clients will be thrilled to see
-' 

the effect vour treatment can have on their reversed
polarity.

tl Learn how the Voltmeter has shown that
rt Psychological Reversal exists in degrees, and how it
can lead the way to more thorough therapy.

n Years ago, I found PR highly related to cancer - this
-' 

*u, long before I knew about the work at Yale
University in the 1930's through the 1950's. The early
scientists knew cancer was related to the PR but THE
ONLY WAY TO CORRECT IT WAS RADICAL
SURGERY. Yeso when the cancerous tissue was
completely removed, the voltmeter showed a correction of
the reversal. As you know, I found several ways to correct
a PR, without surgery.

O Proper use of a voltmeter can make you a better and
-' more thorough helper of people (and animals).

Ir vou HAVE ANy euEsloNs oR coMMENTS
pLEAsE WRrrE TO ME AT. roget@tftrx.com
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I was eight weeks or so off giving
birth and the size of a small hotel
when I made the decision to
investigate further the seemingly
magical properties of a technique,
called TFT' for which my clinical
psychologist husband, Christopher
Semmenso had no end of praise.

So, I chose to participate in the TFT
Algorithms training presented by my
husband, in the Autumn of 2003.

Apart from the initial
bamboozlement of getting the tapping
sequence right ( - where did that mini
PR go? -/ I was very su{prised that my
pregnant memory or lack thereof
allowed me to take everything in and
after that weekend, I was off like a
rocket, madly tapping anything that
moved.

A healthy eight pound and a half an
ounce Charlotte arrived one day before
she was due, on the l't of July, after a

nine hour (three hours active) induced
labor

The birthing journey was tough for
the little darling though and in the last
half an hour she was becoming quite
distressed. The obstetrician threatened
caesarean but after one final almighty
push, she literally flew into daddy's
afins and he was quick to apply the
trauma algorithm to her tiny form. Then
he plopped her on my belly where she
made her way to my breast for her first
taste of mother's milk.

The Beatles and TFT teamed together
nicely to assist Charlotte's encounter
with colic, an episode that lasted a good
month from when she was about three
weeks old.

Religiously, from 3 PM until 5 PM
each day, we would tap her gently for
pain and for anxiety while rocking her to
the songs of the 'Beatles for Sale'
album.

Things went quite smoothly for some
time but as Murphy's Law would have
it, just as you are starting to get
comfortable, something hits you from
out of the blue.

When she was about eleven months
old, Charlotte picked up a 'playgroup

cold' that left her listless and
disinterested in food. Her spirits though
were still able to be lifted with a funny
face or game of peek-a-boo and the
doctor didn't think it was too serious.

The cold turned really nasty however
and landed our little bundle in the
Princess Margaret Hospital for Children
for a week over her first Birthday with a
lump the size of a golf ball on the right
side of her neck. No-one was able to tell
us what was wrong: the doctors waxed
and waned between TB and a
staphylococcal infection, the latter of
which it turned out to be.

Charlotte's daddy took her in for her
ultrasound and dutifully tapped her for
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trauma, much to the astonishment and
disbelief of the nursing staff. I lived the
week by our brave baby's side, sleeping
in a recliner chair next to her cot,
untangling the tubes of the antibiotic
drip each time she moved and gently
tapping her and me for trauma and
anxiety.

Thankfully she has a strong
constitution (like her mother!) and
though the doctors wanted to operate to
remove the lump as well as part of the
ly-ph gland, we kept tapping - PR for
rapid healing - and using caster oil
poltuses to drain the wound.

When we finally returned for the
surgeon's verdict he was as pleased as
us to see that Charlotte's body was
fixing itself sufficiently to avoid the
knife. Phew!

Our dalliance with the "terrible
two's" lasted all of about a week and a
half as it took Christopher and I that
amount of time to successfully teach
Charlotte how to use the anger
algorithm. For the times when her
mind, working quicker than body and
or speech left her frustrated and
annoyed, this one came in particularly
handy.

At 3, after lots of hours watching
mummy 'tapping people over the
phone' and using TFT for every day
life situations, Charlotte is now quite
adept at the technique, offering to tap
other little kiddies hands when they
have afall, encouraging me to do the
collarbone breathing when I get a bit
stressed and though I have written here
of only a sample of the experiences of
our lives since Charlotte's birth, I can't
help but be so thankful to be able to
have given our daughter such a life gift
as TFT.

TFT has so far helped our Charlotte
to become a happy, confident, healthy
human being, comfortable in her own
skin and I'm sure she will have no end
of use for this marvelous technique,
throughout her childhood and indeed
her adult life.

The word "therapist" is a noun and
denotes somebody trained in methods of
treatment and rehabilitation other than
the use of drugs or surgery. (Longmans
dictionary.)

What is it that makes any of us want
to become a Therapist in the first place?
. Do we think we can do this better
than anyone else?
. Do we think that we can change the
world and make it a better place by
changing all the people in it?
o Do we think itis "easy monqt?"
. Do we have a secret wish to
discover a ttnewt' therapy?
o Do we want to help people?

Truly, there may be NO common
denominator. We have come to the
business of "people helping" from many
and varied backgrounds and we have
arrived here by hundreds of different
routes. And that fact alone is a real
blessing because each of us has gathered
a highly specialized and totally unique
set of life experiences from which to
draw while traversing our journey
through life. Each life and each person
encounters a DIFFERENT set of life
experiences because each person and life
is unique unto itself.

Irealized long ago that even though
each life and set of experiences is
different, the insight andwisdom each
successive experience gives us builds for
us an internal reference system from
which we can draw when helping on of
our clients. Our past experiences teach
us not only about the past particular
experience, but also teach us valuable life
principles that we are able to draw from
and bring to our practices.
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When I have a first meeting
with a client, I am always
amazed at how they found their
way to my door and the
experiences they encountered
along the road the led to my
door.
Often, I've found that they
have been to every other
possib le " . . . . . . . . . is t "  ( f i I l  in
the blank: therapist;
psychologist; allergist;
acupuncturist, etc. You get the
idea, I know) before they got to
me. For those, I am the
practitioner of last resort. They
would never have found their
way to me unless they HAD
been to everyone else without

any treatment success.
Others have been referred to me by

past clients or other therapists. Some
have found me through the Yellow
Pages, and others came to me as a result
of the internet.

When clients start to tell me their
reasons for wanting to see me they tend
to start slowly and build up into a rapid
flow of all the problems that they have
kept inside - sometimes for years.

As their thoughts begin to flow they
sometimes become mixed with anger,
hurt, heartache, disappointment, the
feeling of being let down, and many
more emotions. Invariably, they ask me,
"What can you do for me? I expect you
think I am silly? They are such silly
things."

My usual response is, "It's not 'what

can I do for you? ' Rather, tt is, 'What

can you do for yourseff? And remember
that nothing is silly or trivial . If it
effects you and how you encounter your
life, it is VERY importont."

As therapists, we cannot help our
clients if they don't want or won't allow
us to do so. We can, therefore, only offer
them our best.

Consistently offering your personal
best first displays itself in the way we go
about eliciting what it is our client needs
and wants. Whatever the problem, our
effectiveness depends upon being
successful at building rapport with the
client. Rapport is the first step in
theprocess of determining how best to
help any individual.

Building rapport is extremely
important because it is the foundation

- Continued on next page
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upon which rests ALL of your
remaining interactions with this person,
your client. It can, however, be a very
time intensive process.

And , it does not matter how much
time your rapport building takes, it is
essential. The reason is simple.
Without rapport there can be no
building of trust, without trust the
client will not participate with you
fully, and unless they participate in
their own wellness process there can be
no significant or tangible result. You
have wasted their time and your time
and to top it off you have created a
disappointing experience for them.

When we were at school we all had
our favourite teachers. When we were
in their class we learnt more than the
classes with the least likable teachers.

Why was that?
I would suggest thatrapport is on

the same wavelength and having
respect for each other. When we went
for the end of term meeting, somehow
sitting in front of our favourite teachers
felt good because you knew they
weren't going to give you a dressing
down in front of your parents. Instead,
they would treat you as an equal and
show an interest in you as an
individual.

Generally speaking, the least liked
teacher was abrupt, negative about your
future possibilities and bored with the
whole parents evening.. Your favourite
teacher was one who had the skills and
spent the time it took to build a sense of
interested and respectful attention
between the two of you. Being a
therapist is akin to being a favourite
teacher.

Once rapport is established, it
allows your client to feel free to
express themselves without prejudice.
Rapport make it possible for the best
teachers get the most out of their
students just as it help the best therapist
gets the most out of their clients.

There is a strategy taught in some
lypes of counseling coursework in
which the therapist 'mirror imageso
your client in order to build rapport.
They duplicate the client's posture,
movements, and reactions. But your
particular shategy really doesn't
matter. What matters is that you get
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your sense of rapport established with
your client.

TFT, even with its rapid speed and
simplicity, still requires us to build
rapport. Not all TFTers have clients in
the office and in-person. Those who do
Voice Technology@, VT, do their
work with clients by telephone. And
even in that case, it is necessary to
establish rapport. Most VTers I have
known do so through their voices over
the phone.

How many times have you received
a "cold call" from a storm window or
home improvement salesman? Most
people stop listening before the
salesman can gleefully deliver his
opening line, "Hi. My names Nick
from East West Double glazngand we
are in your area this week ...."

He has lost you already. His voice is
droning on. And, because there is no
rapport you are about to end the contact
because this is a one-sided
conversation.

What will happen now? Most
people simply hang up, but others tell
him they are busy or say that they do
not want what he has to sell. Some
salesman must not be very bright. If
they were, they would take a lesson
from your hang-up reaction or to what
you are saying and offer to phone back
at alater date or accept you do not want
any.

One of the things always stressed at
trainings is the fact they you must
always work within your capabilities.
How true. I take it to mean that you use
common sense and developed skills to
help your client achieve their full
potential. The most important lesson I
learnt in my training is to listen to your
client.

Your client deserves the best - -
your personal best. Is that what you
deliver?

Our story starts early in 2001.
It was avery difficult time for

us. Our 10 years old daughter was
having trouble in school. She was
riddled with anxiety on a daily
basis.

It started with pain in her stomach.
She would start blinking her eyes
uncontrollably. She complained of
feeling insecure and dizy.

One day she experienced a full-fledged
panic attack. Her problem really escalated
after that. From that day forward, she
couldn't be more than six feet away from
us. Day and night, home and away she
never left our side.

Help was not on the woy, it seemed.
No one had a solution except for the
medical doctors who wanted to try
medication. Medication was something
we didn't like. We considered it and
refused the idea.

After six agonizing months of trying
everything we could think of, we read
about Thought Field Therapy@ in a
magazine. But, like the mates to your
socks, themagazine disappeared into the
mysterious void and we "forgot" all about
it. Out of sight - out of mind, so they say.

Three month later, we were visiting
Annette's grandmother in the hospital.
She had broken her leg. On the table in
her room were several old magazines.
And, can you suess which:ff#S"luIl:f,
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Dear ATFT:
As Roger had said many timeso its not

the clients you help so easily, its the ones
that are so difficult or impossible where
you learn the most.

Several weeks ago, I worked with a
New Yorker who was suffering from
anxiety, sleeplessnesso lethargy, and
inability to concentrate; so much so that
she has been on disability for over seven
months.

I started with basic algorithms and
moved to Dx. Nothing worked. No
clearing protocols, PR reversals, no
testing, no water, nothing lowered her
STID.

As she was sincerelY motivated to
find some relief, I felt it would be wrong
to give up. In the course of some
queitioning of her background. I found
that she lived about six blocks from
Ground Zero,worked with relief efforts
since the beginning until about seven
months ago when she had to go on
disability. Her apartment was right in the
path of the downwind aftermath of 9llI.
However, this was not her first exposure
to severe toxicitY.

Seven years ago, she and 42 other
office worked had to leave their jobs

because of "sick office syndrome". Of
course she never found out what was
causing the disruption in her energy
systems.

As a result of our session, she now
has a direction in to Pursue major
cleansing of petrochemicals, and other
fallout materials from both incidents.

It became so clear to me that in our
daily TFT work we avail ourselves to
clients who are not so severely damaged
by environmental toxins that nothing
seems to work. If this happens to you
look for massive toxin exposure.

Gary Rosenthal LMT, TFT'Dx, MC

Dear ATFT:
As a medical doctor in the UK, TFT

has been a wonderfullY amazing
discovery for me since MaY 2006.

What is so good is that it works in a
relatively short time - and the relief is
often surprising.

I have tried the Pain algorithm on
various people with chronic pain and it
seems to work in about 80%. Conditions
it has helped range from simPle
headaches to injuries, chronic lower back
pain, repetitive strain injury, and frozen
shoulder.

Also, it is brilliant at helping people
with all sorts of fears and phobias. My
best result has been with a middle aged
man with a life long phobia of having an
injection, as well as passing out at the
sight of blood . He has been cured in one
session using Dx, and he could not
believe how different he felt afterwards .
It has been two months now since his
treatment and he has not regressed.

Other very good results have been
with people with gnef and past traumas.
It helps people let go and move on
easily. Also negative emotions like anger
are easy to defuse, and You can see the
relief as people smile.

Certainly, of all the things I have
learnt, there is little doubt that TFT for
me is one of my favourite tools in
relieving suffering. The more You
practice it the more the wonder.

So my sincere gratitude to Dr. Roger
Callahan for its discovery, and the whole
ATFT for helping to promote it here in
the UK.

Thanks to you all, and may more
people benefit from TFT .
-

Dear ATFT:
Here is a small contribution for you to

consider for your UPDATE.
I help my 8 year old grandson who is

dyslexic with reading, spelling etc. I
have treated him for PR and for anxiety
as we have worked. He also has a phobic
problem concerning separation from his
mother under some circum-stances. For
example, he wasn't able to remain for a
"sleep-over" at his cousin's because of the
problem.
After that incident, I taught him the
algorithm for a phobia and anxiety.

We had to use it when mY husband
and I were taking him on a five-day trip.
Then this morning, his mother left him in
the van with trvo younger siblings while
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she made a very quick trip into the store.
He panicked, but when she came

back, he was fine, and he told her "I had
to do some tapping, Mama". Thanks to
Roger, and Callahan Techniques@!
- Louise Lee, TFT-Dx

SELF-TREATING MIGRAINES
I was teaching one of mY Piano

students when I began to experience the
all too familiar zig-zag eye distortion and
nausea which can put one out of action
for hours.

My options were to stoP her in full
flow, give her a quick lesson in muscle
testing, or do what I had done on
previous occasions and freat it myself.

I never know what IET causes this, so
decided to freat "the ziz-zag lights"
with that wonderful "Seven-Second
Treatrnent".

Being quite intuitive to mY needs, I
have always managed to choose the
correct "inhale or" exhale" but I am by no
means suggesting that this is right. (/
TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR
GETTING IT WRONG, AND WOULD
NOT DREAM OF DOING THIS
WITHOUT DIAGNOSING FOR
ANYONE ELSE!)

I moved my chair slightlY, so that I
was out of her peripheral vision, and
began to treat on inhale. I thought this a
little odd; as all previous ones had been
on exhale.

In the past, the lights and nausea
have disappeared almost before the
treatment is comPleted, but on this
occasion my antenna must have been
picking up the wrong signals as the
symptoms became considerably worse.

Luckily for me, mY student had some
difficulty keeping up her already manic
speed allowing me time to repeat the
treatment on "exhale". Upon reaching the
glorious finale, mY symptoms had
started to subside. However, instead of
being INSTANTANEOUS, it took almost
FIVE long minutes before I was back to
my former self with my student being
none the wiser of mY escaPades.

The point of this information is only
to suggest that it is obviously possible to
treat "the symptoms" of a migraine and
achieve positive results, without knowing
the offending IET.

Once againa BIG "THANK YOU!"
to ROGER for giving us this
INCREDIBLE TREATMENTI

Elizabeth Bourne, TFT'Dx
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PhOtO ABOVE
Ildiko Scurr with
planning commi
for IAP YOUR
TROUBIES AWAYI

PhotoBELOW RIGHT:
Ildiko Scurr with
Sophie Williams -
recovered from a
severe insect phobia.
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If I have reft anyrhing our rhar you n..a i]
Best wishes , 

- --- qrqL Juu need info on just let me know.
Ildiko
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FROM THE EDITOR
Dear lldiko,
Onbehalfofourreadersanda|lthe.membersofATFT,Iwou|d|iketoexpressmythanks
to you and a* ,nor. ,iio ilffi ,n.r,, tni, .u.nt su.n a s*asnint succe'ss. As.Editor of

this magazine ano giffi;ffi;;riottn.io.ro of Directors, it fias been my pteasure to

watch your growth ,n'i'ril'iori[ounarr"r;;iili;* tnd endless creativity are traits

to be admired! I know you have certainy;amffit;d.iration ano I hope to be associ'

ared with you tor manv vears.l'Sg3- 't""b1o'y;l$t::;;'-ru;;!.'y' support!
:'J:1,[[..HllJff*:#i;;ijg,ll'J.Hl*tlilxffi ,,*onscommittee
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Pictured Above: (left to right) Rosemary Wiseman, Lawrence Wiseman, Charles Stone, Lai
Chee Choy-Reeves, lldiko Scurr, Jo Hensman, Donna Bond, Gareth Meadows, Dee
Hartley, Jo Williams, Sophie Williams,Richard Leyman, Ann Smith and Liz Pitcher. All
TFT Practitioners except:Gareth Meadows is Donna's partner who offered to help out, Jo
and Sophie Williams - mother and daughter have both been treated with TFT.

il,Tii'i[: Your open dav, l'm sure, was an inspiration to manv llunl.v.oY fo11o1{1f 
to zunnort

theATFTFoundation. r,unonrvtlgintint*6trtvoup'tilit 'tll19l|t'*i:*::li:tf,:: 
t*

tne Alr I ruurrudtrurr' I uq" w"r' 
*iiiirt.n .|1 *iil some of the rest oi us. l'm already thinking. ...

idea was hrilliant' Hopefully' 
- $uzanne connolly, Lcsw' LMFT

wol*nrc.@
titeaitwasTiffi?ffiian, inspiration too! Thanks r;;;;l 
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Editorus Note:
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I love this part of the season.
I am especially fond of its mellow

tranquility. Last weekend was beautiful.
We have had a lot of rain and the grass
and trees are still a vivid green and have
not yet taken on their autumn colours. I
was sitting with my husband and a big
pile of the Sunday papers, looking
forward to flicking through them for a
relaxing hour.

I picked up the Sunday Times
Magazine (which had an unpleasant
portrait of Kofi Annan constructed from
gun casings) and opened it at random.
What I saw appalled me. There was a
photo of a mass of slaughtered Tutsis
strewn on the ground on Nyanza Hill in
Rwanda 1994.

Twisted, decaying bodies and my
heart felt deep pain at the sight. As the
human mind has a great capacity to do
so, I had forgotten the horror of what
happened and that stark image brought

it back to me. As I was sitting in shock,
my eye happened to fall on a stack of
posters that I was going to hand out to
people advertising the event "Tap Your
Troubles Awav with TFT' that I am
organising in Bournemouth on 22nd
October.

Instead of a sad image, I have
chosen to show the photo of those
beautiful smiling children in El Shaddai
Orphanage, taken after their treatment
by the volunteer TFT Practitioners who
went out there last year. The powerful
contrast of the two photos struck me
deeply.

We know what has been achieved
out there in Rwanda through the ATFT
Foundation project but can we really
appreciate the terror, horror and total
trauma that those children must have
gone through? Yet they have been given
a wonderful gift of healing and their
faces confirm it.
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Last month we had our South West
TFT Practitioners meeting and one of
the topics discussed was the upcoming
event which will be raising funds to
support the projects in Rwanda,
Tanzania and New Orleans.

A11 the members have offered to
help and many will be giving 20
minute taster sessions of TFT to
visitors. We will also be offering HRV
testing, the chance to attend talks
introducing TFT, the work of the
ATFT Foundation and various other
topics. This will be a real chance for
people to find out a lot of information.

On 22nd October one the things I
am hoping to achieve is to get visitors
to realise that trauma affects all of us.
What affects others in a far off country
echoes across the world. Words such
as terrorism have become commonly
used in the media and many people's
minds turn to uneasy thoughts
whenever they listen to the news or
open a newspaper.

Fear inhibits and anxiety stunts
growth. I know of one person who
moved to London from Bournemouth
and only managed to stay for a month
because she was terrified that a bomb
would go off on the underground. I
would like to demonstrate to our
visitors that they can be free of this
everyday distress, that if miracles are
being achieved in places where real
horror has taken place, then they too
can be helped.

As for themagazine, I put it out for
recycling, because it represents the
past and I have a great hope that as
TFT Practitioners, we can help to
chanse the future.
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r Clearly written and very readable
o Easy to use by both the instructors qnd the class

participants

themselves with ATFT.
Joanne Callahan, ATFT Treasurer and Board Member

explains, "From the feedback received after Jenny's brief
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So when it came time to find someone to help our
Algorithm instructors with new and effective ways to help
Algorithm students to learn the material more quickly and

rheir reasoning was siwte and.flawtess. il$11il!',htii##'ijjj,Tilffi-?jlf#;1"'""
She was the best person for the job-. 

\*-!9wn Algorithm instructors will enjoy this course because it
Ienrry know; TFT. She is a TFT Y (ob: will give them fun and effectiva strategies for

Technologt@) practitioner, holds a. PhD_in education, and comriunicating the information in ways that their students
speaks five languages. As a Algorithm Instructor, she has will r*ain it. Iiis no secret that Jeruly;s algorithm gaduates
traveled widely and taught TFT in ten countries- - are among the best trained by practically anyone. The
sometimes to the poorest and most tmder serted. t 

"ioiog "i"o 
contains hints, iips and strategies for the

populations where TFT is needed 
!"!t :_P! 

is producition and marketing orthi training *orkshops to help
responsible for training more people 

i TFT .th* . . 
-instructors 

glean greater f,rofits from thJir hard work.
practically any other trainer. Her personal feaching style is Jenny iJquiclito point out that the Algorithm Trainer's
fim and animated with loads ofwell thought out strategies T.aining wasnot creit"d to fo.ce everyone into one mode
that have proved very successful in helping people leam to or style of instruction. but rather to h;lD each instructor
use the algorithms quickly and well. She has won the hone his or her own skills and shamen therr own Deasonal
accolades and adrniration of practically- anyone that has instruction style, so that they deliver to their students the
ever watched her teach a class. That's quite a set of best instruction they can ofli"..
qualifications! The first Trainer Trainine will be offere d in Denver.

And, when the ALGORITHM MANUAL (used b-y the Colorado on May 5-6, Z00Zl Another Trainer Training will
trainers in the AIGO classes) needed the^services of an be offered as a ire_conference Truining in Bosnn in
editor, it was Jenny who stepped up to offer her services - October I7-Ig, 2007 (which wtllbe convenient for our
lending her considerable acumen as a professional. European members) w h orhet fiainings scheduted. in
educator, TFT expert, and highly experienced Algorithm othe) coanfiies throughour ihe folloniig y"o
instructor to the task. After her work, which even included The TRATNER'S TRAINING is a new and added
rewriting large segments ofit to increase its clarity, the new benefit to those who have completed their Callahan
manual is: Techrfques@ STEP C and have chosen to afiiliate

o There is even a colorful KID'S CHART for helping presentation on 'How to Give a Algorithm{rainirr&{tut
you determine the SUD wben treating children. and she gave during o'r lgSlConfoffffiSan Diego, we
many more innovations and relinements thrt ezhance_ Mxb#ptdentation skills and teaching strategies that
leaning and inuease rctentiorl "-' participants will learn from Jenny are a wonderful addition

. And, the finiqh€d prodttrf"lir"€ien lllustrated with to anyone's skills as an instructor in any subject area
colorful iri and special icons that are keyed to a Clearly, our instructors will enjoy and value this training."
Powerpoint present tion that !If!fu5!@W@!g!!_
from LTET.
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I would want to share an experience with you
that was not only personally enriching for me, but
also taught me a thing or two and reinforced other
things I have already learned, but forgotten.

If you are a practitioner and responsible for your
own income, as I amo I hope what I am about to
share gets you thinking as it did for me.

Having a successful practice (or better yet - stutting
a successful practice) demands that you do some
planning and market research. Simply, you want to be
selling what the customers (clients) in your area of
service will need, want and buy. You could be the
world's BEST therapist, but if the folks in your service
area aren't buying the service you are selling, you can
quickly starve to death.

As therapists and healing practitioners of all types, it
seems easy for us to lose sight of the fact that we ure
sellins s service. Sometimes, I am just as guilty of that
shortsightedness as anyone else. Even in spite of the
fact that I seem to be spending a sizable chunk of my
time these days harping on sales-related issues.

Most of you know that I have left the office of
Executive Administrator of the ATFT and returned to
doing the things I do best. Those things are marketing
and helping people.

When I left ATFT as an employee, I had to make
some determinations and decisions. I had to determine
WHAT I would be doing and HOW I would accomplish
that thing, whatever it would end up being. I decided
that I would stay in the Palm Springs area where it is
sunny all year through (and NOT return to Washington
State where it is cold and depressing, and gray most of
the time) and I'd go back to doing TFT and healing
work and maybe some ad work on the side.

The Palm Springs area is a mecca for the retired.
The population is composed heavily of the more well-
to-do retired (some of whom only live here during the
winter and leave when the summer heat sets in) and
there is also has a heavily disproportionate composite of
gay folks who, statisticians will tell you, have a much
higher quotient of disposable income than their non-gay
counterparts. This is mostly due to the fact that they
are, as a group, well educated, hold good jobs that pay
them wello and they don't have the kids and family
spending obligations that really gobble up paychecks.
That's why they have such healthy disposable incomes.

So, both groups that predominate in the local
population here are affluent. They have one more
interesting (and for the purposes of this article,
important) trait in common, as well. That is, both
groups have pets that they love with all their hearts.
The older folks often take on the responsibility of a pet
because they are empty-nesters. The dog or cat is often
a surrogate for the children they no longer have at
home. And gay people, although they will not be
procreating, seem still to have the instinct to parent and
take on the responsibility of a pet to fill that void. (I've
got two Pekingese dogs that I even call, "My kids.".)

Recently, I became acutely aware of the role that my dogs play
in my life through a curious turn of events that had me helping
people. (Again, one of the two things I am best at.) But to get to
that part of the story I need to take a step back and give you some
background information that will make the rest of this article a little
easier to understand.

As some of you know, much earlier in my life, I was an actor,
singer and ventriloquist and worked professionally in show
business - both on stage as well as on radio and TV. I still keep my
finger in it because it is so much fun! Simply, I enjoy it. And, to
satisfu my inner need to be a "show-off,o' I will periodically
perform in local venues - both as a singer and as a ventriloquist

ATFT Update Magazine
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with Maude, my dummy friend. (Maude
- - her last name is Mildew - - hates the
word "dummy"! Instead, she prefers
"Mannequin American". It's more
politically correct, says she.)

One evening, a few months back, I
walked into one of the establishments
where I sing and the man who plays
piano for me was having emotional
problems. I could tell from looking at
this face that he was not just in
emotional pain. He was having a very
dark night for his spirit. His usually
cheerful countenance was gone. It was
easy to see that his heart was breaking. I
was very concerned because this is a
person of whom I am very fond.

I took him outside the establishment,
to a private patio, to see if the problem
was something that I (or TFT and I)
could do something about. Tearfully, he
explained that earlier in the day, he and
his parfirer of twenty-some-odd years
had to have their ailing pet dog, Phoebe,
euthanized. She was too old, too sick,
and in too much pain and they had to
make the painful decision to have their
vet bring an end to her life and her
suffering. Most longtime pet o'parents"

have had to make that decision for
themselves. I have made it more than
once and I can tell you it is truly
agonizing.

He was what I have so often heard
called, a "basket case,'o beside himself
with the grief of losing his "baby" and
brimming over with feelings of guilt
resulting from his signing the order to
legally authorize the vet to, as he put it,
"kill my friend." (Oddly, I have heard
that same identical phrase many times
since.)

I put my arms around him and held
him as he quietly sobbed on my
shoulder.

Then I asked him quietly, "Do you
know that you did the right thing?"

"Yes," he answered quietly between
convulsive sobs. I continued, "Then, if
you know that you did the right thing,
the feelings you are having right now
aren't completely rational - but they
ARE human. And, maybe, there is
something that I can do here with you
that might help you feel a bit better. Are
you willing to try?"

He pul-led away from me, wiped his
eyes and said, "I hate feeling like this.
Go ahead and do whatever it is that you

do. I can't go on fperform] tonight like
this. I'm a mess!" That was the
agreement I was waiting for.

Before the move to sunny California,
I had worked for many years in the
funeral business as a counselor and had
used TFT often with the families who
sought our help. But I had never worked
with someone over the loss of a oet.
This would be the first time. I pui on
my best external sense of confidence
while inside myself I was crossing my
fingers and hopingthatTFT would work
the same way for pet loss as it worked
for the loss of a human.

Asking for his SUD seemed pointless
since it was obvious from the tears that a
10 wouldn't begin to touch it. So I
mentioned that we were going to rate
this feelings on a scale of l0 with l0
being the worst. He shook his head in
acknowledgement that he was at least a
10. So I tried the algorithm for grief and
loss.

It didn't work.
When he reported to me that his SUD

had not changed, he looked worse than
before. I didn't let it rattle me. Calmly,
I explained that the first trial was a test
that told me what I needed to know
about how I had to treat him. Then I
immediately began to diagnose the
correct sequence, found it, applied it,
and suddenly, he started to feel better. I
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could tell because of the look on his face
particularly around his eyes. His

posture corrected and he seemed to start
regaining his emotional vitality.

I could not get his SUD to go
completely to a ONE or ZERO. It didn't
bother me because I knew from my
many years in the funeral business that a
bereaved person will often apex and not
report their true feelings about the SUD
measurement. I have come to think that
this happens because they somehow
equate or confuse losing their feelings of
grief with having a lack of respect or
love for the life that has just exited
theirs. I got the SUD to a 3, and it
would go no further. However, he
reported that he felt better and that he
thought he would be able to perform that
evening. "I think I'll be able to go on
tonight. Thank you," he said. He wiped
his eyes again, sniffed, and straightened
his clothing.

I was there the rest of the evening
and his performance, although not
stellar, was fine.

A week or so later, I got an e-mail
from him telling me that he had a friend
who had had a similar loss. His friend, a
person with whom I was not familiar,
had lost his dog to a heart attack and he
was having problems. He wanted to
know if I would be willing to help his
friend.

I picked up the phone and called him
to ask him about his e-mail. He
explained a little more about how
emotionally wrenching this loss was for
his friend. And then he said something
very curious that made me think. He
said, "You're the only person I know of
that I'd feel okay asking for help with
being torn up over losing a pet. I'd feel
fu*y calling someone out of the phone
book. I'm afraid they'd think I was
nuts."

Right then and tltere, because of his
last statement about fearing rejection
because he was grievingfor a pet as he
would expect to grievefor a humanrl
had what Oprah calls a "light bulb
moment."

A ulight bulb moment" is an
epiphanous realization that comes to you
suddenly and always when you need
clarity. It feels like you are being
divinely led to a deep, serious and
profoundly personal understanding of
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something that you had never really
considered before.

I reasoned, if he was reticent to call a
therapist from the telephone directory
and ask for help for PET loss, he
probably wasn't the only one who felt
that way.

I saw his friend and TFT did the trick
in short order. His friend was similarly
thankful. I kept rolling the idea of
specializing in Pet Loss around in my
head. How would I promote it? Was it
even reasonable to follow this path?
What if my reasoning was flawed and I
went through all the trouble to gear up
for that genre of business and then the
market just wasn't there. What if it was
just a fluke?

Then, two weeks after I saw my
friend's friend, I got another referral
call. This time it was the landlady of of
the friend's friend who had her cat pass
away in its sleep. She was in tears as
she described how she found her friend
of so many years and the panic that
overtook her when she realized the cat
was gone.

I had never had such an unbroken
thread of clients referred from a single
source. I determine that Pet Loss was
the course I would pursue. I created the
brochure you saw on the title page to
this article and ran off a handful, put
myself in the car with the brochures in
hand and stopped at the animal hospital
down the street. The Vet was in the
lobby. I introduced myself and
explained the reason for my visit and
handed him a brochure. He looked
thoughtful for a moment, then said, "Can
I have these?" as he took the rest of the
brochures from my hand. "I'm so glad
that someone is doing this here. I'm a
vet. I deal with animals. I confess that I
am not very good with the people
sometimes. This will be a great
resource. Thanks for coming in. Oh,
and by the way, would you come HERE
to do it. I'11 give you an exam room to
see the person in, if you want." Boy!
An enthusiastic referral source and free
practice space. What a deaM was met
with similar enthusiasm every time I
have shown the brochure to people who
routinely work with or for pet owners.

The interesting thing is that I have
actually gotten clients from the small run
of brochures I got out into the public.
Thev have come from the vet I visited

and one here and there from the two pet
food stores and the groomer I sat next to
at the counter at Denny's who wanted
some of the flyers. I know this has been
a long-winded introduction to get to the
subject of Niche Marketing, but I
needed to illustrate first that there are
opporfunities right here and right now to
gather clients to your respective
practices that many - if not most - of
those in the mainstream just don't
recognrze or seize.

For us, Niche Marketing simply
means looking for opportunities to
access those potential clients that have
need for your services but are not being
served by anyone else. Finding the tiny
segment of folks that have a need that no
one else is filling.

These groups are often called,
"hidden markets" because their
unconventional needs or lack of
willingness to state their needs make
them seem hidden. Admittedly, it takes
a little work and time to find them.

In order to explore and prospect
through these groups so that you can
start to do effective networking, you
need to use your imagination and begin
to think creatively. Always foremost in
your thoughts should be the question,
o'How could these people benefit from
what I do? How could I be of service to
them?"

Why don't more therapists and
practitioners prospect for clients with
more unconventional -but real - needs?
There are many possible answers.
Perhaps the answer that would turn up
most often is that to find these
unconventional clients, one must
actually spend time and energy looking
for them. My discoveries with regard
to treating folks who have lost a pet sort
of fell on me, I admit. But the learning I
have achieved through investigating why
this population is not commonly
solicited has caused me to re-learn a
valuable lesson about prospecting for
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clients that I learned long ago but have
long forgotten.

I learned it in another context but it
applies here. Simply stated, it is this:

WINNERS ure those who ure willing
to do the things

that LOSERS WON'T DO.
With that in mind, I have made a

personal resolution to immediately start
making inroads into the pet owning
population with my message. That
means that I have to get the word out by
taking ads in local pet owner
newspapers, talking to the people at each
dog and pet show I see coming to town,
offer myself as a speaker to pet groups,
and make an earnest effort to get my
printed materials into the hands of the
people who need it.

Discovering that there is little help
available for pet loss issues has had a
profound effect upon the direction I am
taking professionally. lt amazed me that
I stumbled upon this information in the
first place. It was the innocent comment
of a friend I had helped that put the idea
into my mind. Then, I found that there
is at least a certain segment of people
with pet loss issues that will access my
help when they know it is available to
them. Now, my actions need to be
directed toward getting my message (the
brochure I produced) out to as many
referral sources (groomers, vets, pet
food stores, etc.) as I can.

But keep in mind that there is no
magic to finding clients through
networking and referrals. No magic, just
hard work.

In my mind, I can still hear Mr. Holt.
Mr. Holt was the teacher of the first
class in sales that I ever took. He was a
tall, good natured man with a Texas
drawl. I remember him saying over and
over again that the cornerstone of all
business is sales and the cornerstone of
sales is to see lots and lots of people and
tell your story often. Funny, isn't it,
how the most basic information often
serves us best? I intend to follow Mr.
Holt's advice.

Those of you who know me, know
that I am willing to share. If you are a
"pet person" and are interested in
helping other "pet people" in this way,
contact me and let's see how we can
help each other. If you'd like info on
using the brochure I created, e-mail me.

- David Hanson, DEH, TFT-Dx
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Migraines had started to be a
significant interference in her life "for no
apparent reason" in 1990.

Over the ensuing twelve years, she
saw numerous doctors, specialists, a
dentist and many alternative therapists.
Her migraines were becoming more
frequent and increasingly she was
attending her regional hospital for
pethidine and morphine injections.

Along the way, as she continued to
consult a series of medical people

lincluding neurologists and a
eynaecologist), she fixated on finding a
solution to the symptomatic problem. She
was prescribed numerous medications
ivithout success. From the year 2000, she
rvas taking three to four Imigran per
rveek.

When Angela first saw me I asked her
a series of questions that I put to
everyone I see. *Tell me ubout yoar life
- in purticulur has there been any
traumu in your life? Hus there been uny
disruption in your life? Huve you had

any losses in your W?" and I ask a
follow up question: "Is there anything
else that you think I ought to know?"

Of all the people that she had
consulted prior to seeing me, I was the
first person to ask her about her life - at
least the first to take a similar approach
as Peter Falk's detective 'Colombo' and
to not accept, "No, not really," as an
answer without a more forensic
examination of the person-body
connection.

Over the years I have become used to
people responding in this way. It is often,
of course, the sinequonon of the
psychosomatic process - a suppression or
repression of painful issues.

I operate from an integrational model
of person and body factors. The medical
model primarily separates these entities
placing little importance on any
reciprocity between them.

I remain enamored with the Freudian
notion of "organ language". The idea
here is that we tend to push down and

suppress or repress uncomfortable and
"difficult to deal with" issues. These then
tend to reside in the sub-conscious
allowing us to get on with our lives with
achieving varying levels of success,
happiness and fulfillment, especially if
life is predictable, structured and risk
free.

However, the suppressed/repressed
issues can reflect themselves in various
r,ulnerabilities that we may have at a
bodily andlor emotional level. These
vulnerabilities can relate to the skin, the
respiratory system, the gastro-intestinal
system and relate to a propensity to
depression, anxiety or addictions. They
can also be expressed in the form of
headaches - including migraines.

My interpretation of the Freudian
"organ language" it that the subconscious
mind communicates with the person via
the bodily/emotional vulnerability and in
the Australian vernacular is saying: "We
are going to continue to bother you like
buggery until you deal with these issues."
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Contlnued from previous page

Once the issues are dealt with the
symptom has served its purpose and has
no need to continue.

So, Angela initially responds to my
probing into her "psycho-social history"
with'No, not really". Well, what is Peter
Falk's o'Colombo" going to do with that?

He would comma, as I do, say
something like 'ocan you tell me a bit
about your life anyway?"

Angela had emigrated from the UK.
There had been issues that were
significant in her parenting, particularly
with regard to her relationship with her
father. In 1990 - does that date ring a
bell? - Her father announced to her that
he was coming out to Australia.

Now - what would "Colombo" think
about this? More importantly, what would
a TFT therapist think about this?

We clearly have a candidate for a
connection with the onset of the migraines
and the accompanying organ language.

Not only that but we have, thanks to
the genius of Dr. Roger Callahan, a way
of intervening here with every expectation
that a rapid and enduring alteration can
occur in the relationship of Angela's
body-person-subconscious mind balance
thereby listening to the organ language
and quelling the "bugggery".

We talked in more detail about her
relationship with her father and her
emotional pain about the gap between her
perception of the quality of the fathering
that she got from him and the kind of
fathering that she ideally would like to
have had. The love pain algorithm
successfully resolved the emotional pain
about the gap, though of course the gap
will not change.

This was the intervention that I saw as
being most critical in the connection
between Angela's life and her migraine
symptoms. We dealt with a number of
other niggles in her life as well. She was
shown the physical pain and anxiety
algorithms to do for herself at appropriate
times.

One session was sufficient to make a
massive, enduring difference to this lady's
quality of life. Whenever she notices the
beginnings of a migraine, she taps. Now
only occasionally will she take an Imigren
if she can't tap away the initial signs of a
migraine.
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Associution for
Thoaght Field

Therupy
Mission

Statement

The Association for

Thought Field Therapy

(ATFT) is a nonprofit

membership organiza-

tion of Callahan

Techniques@-trained

Thought Field Therapy

(TFT) professionals and

associates, dedicated

to improving health,

well-being and perfor-

mance by providing a

forum for the strategic

advancement of TFT,

establishing standards

of practice and educa-

tion, developing support

for TFT practitioners,

promoting ethical re-

search, and encourag-

ing and offering com-

munity service and pub-

l ic education.

Contact Us:
Phone: (760) 512-0855

Toll-free: 866-396-1 365

E-mail: Info@atft.org.
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The uast majortty of those LDho make
up the TFT communttg are healers and
teachers of aII sorts.

Few of us haoe li.ued the life of a warri.or. Yet one of the greatest
seruices we can offer to our communi.ty ts to help heal the wounds of
otolence tn all its forms. t hope that thi.s article wtll help those of you
who find yourseloes needing to respond professionally to the needs
of those who haue experi.enced first-hand the worst of human
acttotties - war.

feelings and memories without being start. Don't confuse your position with
overwhelmed and I can continue. your clients.
Be clear about your stance as you
approach this work. You are a helper-not a judge.

When I talk with young men about No one knows for certain how
planning the course of their lives there is anyone will respond or what they will do
often a discussion ofjoining the military. in a life and death moment until they are
The question that they must answer is in that moment. Give up any moral
"are you willing to kill or to die on judgments about decisions and actions
command?" others make. As a healer you get to pass

The question is not just will you kill moral judgments only on yourself. Even
or die for u cuuse or because yoa think if you are a veteran -don't confuse your
it is right. situation with that of your clients.

The question is not just what do you As a therapist your role is to help - -
hold so dearly as to kill or die for. not to judge your client. Tap yourself

lAiU yoa respond to a lawful order to when your feelings are so uncomfortable
sct without hesitution? you need to separate yourself from

Unless your answer is an unequivocal clients. Using some abstract concepts of
yes, you will be a risk to yourself, to the right and wrong or any other way you
man next to you, and to all the men and make yourself different from the human

"No one knows for
certain how anyone will
respo nd or what they will
do in a life and death
moment until they are in
that moment,"

I am a man who has
never been in a situation in
which someone is intending
me harm. I am a man who has
never been faced with a
decision to kill another. I am
a man who knows right and
wrong from the safety of a
family who loved one another
and protected children from all
harm. I am amanwho had
found a way to live his choice
to not be in the milrtary. I am
a man who has helped men
who have killed while in
military action. With TFT, we
are able to help these men at
the most fundamental level.

What I share with you here is what I
have been taught by clients who have
killed in war. I am honored by their trust
in working with me and share this in
appreciation for all I have learned from
them.

I have tears as I think about them and
about the horror of the killing for any
reason. I have to tap to continue. The
Complex Traumu with Anger and Guilt
Algorithm allows me access to my

women who depend on you for their
lives.

Under what circumstances do you
believe killing is acceptable? Know
your own beliefs, values, and feelings
about those who vou kill before vou
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being sitting in front of you may help
you with your feeling, but this will not
help your client.

Listen to his request for assistance
and make it your priority. Help your
clients tap for grief, &nger, rage, shame,
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guilt, or psin he may have experienced
in the past as he felt judged by others.

Manage the intrusive symptoms
FIRST.

It is no secret that many veterans
have trouble coping with negative
memories of their past experiences.
Turning to alcohol or drugs (or other
high-risk and self-destructive behaviors)
helps them avoid some of the
overwhelming feelings but does not stop
them. Most find ways to cope in time to
save their lives, but many find that they
have other problems to face in their
relationships or at work.

As with all traumatic stress work.
manage the intrusive thought, sounds,
images, memories first. Help them with
the issue they present first before looking
for deeper issues. Occasionally, you
may find there are no deeper issues for
them.

Some may have to manage their
feeling as they adapt and reconcile the
experience. Remember that physical
pain from injuries or wounds can drive
the need to self- medicate. When the
client learns to use TFT on their own,
they are no longer controlled by their
symptoms.

These men are part of a family
and a community.

Often when help is sought, it is for
relief from the intrusive images and
memories, the disturbed sleep, the hyper
vigilance, and the over used coping
mechanisms of avoidance of triggers in
all forms of addictive behaviors.

However, the call for help often
comes when a man has problems in
relationships or work. His wife, child,
boss, or coworkers may be more aware
than the vet himself of how his attempts
to adapt are hurting relationships.

Use TFT with the veteran to help
eliminate the overwhelming feelings that
arise from not being understood or
accepted and get in the way of
understanding and accepting others.

Use TFT with family and friends to
help them deal with their overwhelming
feelings. Helping a wife accept the
reality of the man she loves - without

losing herself in vicarious traumatic
stress or fear - can be the best medicine.

The problems presented to you may
be related to the consequences of your
client's action or inaction in combat or at
home. Being able to talk to others and
think things through is a necessary part
of being in any relationship. TFT allows
people to communicate and connect
without their scary feelings stopping
them.

Understanding and making sense
of the killing.

Military training is designed to
prepare men and women to kill and to do
so with a sense of purpose. They are
trained to expect to be part of the
carnage of war. Without this training the
psychological casualties would be even
greater.

Even so, after the symptoms have
been managed and the relationships
addressed some men may be faced with
unresolved questions such as: "Did I
make an error in a judgment that killed
an innocent victim, an ally, or friend? "

Or, "Did I violate the rules of
engagement or orders resulting in illegal
or unjustified killing? " And,
"Did I step over the moral line I had
drawn for myself in who and how I
killed? "

For some veterans, finding answers
to questions like these are anecessary

step toward integrattng the combat
experience into a life ofjoy, love, and
health. If you are unfamiliar with these
issues, be honest about your limits.

For example, a soldier may wonder
about the child he shot and killed in a
specific set of circumstances and is
uncertain of his judgment in this action.
He may also have lingering questions
about whether or not he violated the
rules of engagement. In cases like these,
he may need to talk with another more
experienced or knowledgeable veteran to
arrive at a reasonable and meaningful
conclusion.

When the emotional and mental pain
and upset has to be quieted by TFT,
questions often arise having to do with
these events and the meaning of life at a
spiritual level. It is essential that you
stay clear about your role as a healer and
know when to refer your client for
spiritual counseling.

Killing is personal and healing
the emotional wounds that can
come from it is an individual
process.

When I write about using TFT, I
usually tell a story of a client. But, in
this case I want to emphasize an
approach which includes an understand-
ing that every man who comes to you
will have his own story. Let his story
lead vou.
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Be a good healer, therapist,
counselor, or helper. Use TFT and
anything else you know to help. Please
seek consultation and supervision when
you are uncertain about what to do next.
Remember to take care of yourself, know
your limits, seek assistance sooner than
later, and TAP for yourself as well as
your client.

As I have been, I hope you too will
be rewarded for your willingness to
participate in healing those who suffer in
our shared world. Thank you for using
your knowledge to help others and for
following your conscience in acting to
make war an artifact of human
development.

Success Story
- Continued from Page 15

And, can you guess which one was
laying on the top of the pile? RIGHT!

The same magazine we had read
some three months before was right
there in front of us! Stein is a man of
action and promptly "stole" it from the
pile.

When we got home, he called the
TFT practitioner in Oslo to make an
appointment for our daughter.

Then, the strangest thing happened.
After conf,trming the appointment, he
heard himself asking, "When can I learn
TFT?''

Ten weeks later, we were very
excited. We were in Oslo for the first
day of Stein's algorithm training. Our
daughter was with us. She was going to
be treated on the first day of Stein's
algorithm training!

To be treated in front of twenty-five
people was really hard for her. She had
to hold her mother's hand every moment
of the time. But, in just a few minutes,
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she began to relax. As the treatment
progressed and was completed, she
became so relaxed that she ended up
running around inside the hotel all by
herself. It was hard to believe, but it
was real! We almost couldn't believe
what we saw: We had experienced the
power of TFT firsthand!

Today, her anxiety is history, but it
led to a major change in our lives. We
quit our jobs and have had the pleasure
of working with TFT on a full-time basis
to help other people with all kinds of
problems since early 2002.

The diagnostic training opened a new
dimension of TFT to us and in August
this year we were privileged to go to
California to take our VT training with
Roger Callahan. It was a dream come
true!

Thanks to our daughter, TFT has
become our life. And, thanks to Roger
Callahan for giving TFT to the world.

It's great to be part of the team
"tapping the healer within."

is a great way to introduce
TFT to your clients!

It's FREE and it's YOURS as our way of
saying, "Thanks" for your q
membership or renewal.
for practitioners at ALL levels.
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A TOXIN can be anything you eat, drink, inhale, ortodch fhdf iause.s an unwanted reaction. Common foods, beverages,
scenfs, personal care and cleaning products adn AU actastoxins k''humans causing not only physical problems, but
psychological and emotional problems as wfl. Alty sufi$ance irrcgmpffible with your particular body can act as a TOXIN.
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sensitivities in this exciting, new self-study couist.,

YOU WLL LEARN:
- Simple testing procedures to help ISOLATE and

I DENTIFY particular TOX|NS,
- You'll be able to treat for toxin problems with Dr.
Callahan's new 7-SECOIVD and 7-SECOM PLUS
treatment procedures. These procedures make
PAINLESS corrections in the subtle energy fields of the
body that result in powertd symptom relief!

YOU WILL RECEIVE:
* Over 2% hours INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO on VCD
* 1 Manualwith STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
* Select Supplements (newsletter articles on related
case studies)
* Special Limited Time BONUS - FREE Telephone
Consultation with Dr. Callahan!

ORDER NOW! Thisis fhe flrsf time this material is available to the public, and for only $169 p/us $10 S&H,n USA ($30
foreign). California residenfs add applicable tax ln the pasf, fhese powerful procedures were only available to a
limited number of professionals who had to travel to attend fhe DIAGIVOSTIC LEVEL and ADVANCED trainings.
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